Wale Wale Kenya 2018

Internship and Requirements at Wale Wale Kenya
Wale Wale Sweden is a Swedish independent NGO working together with
our partner Wale Wale Kenya in the slum area Kibera, Nairobi. We are
providing an opportunity for you to apply for a unique internship at Wale Wale Kenya with
a mix of theoretically challenging tasks as well as hands-on development work.
Wale Wale Kenya is a Kenyan NGO and their mission is to provide tools for young people
with which they can build a future they desire. One of the most important tools in this
process is education, but not the education provided in school. The awareness of ones
rights and value and the confidence to trust ones capabilities are other crucial aspects of
education. In addition to this, we believe that access to a meaningful spare time and
opportunities to develop talents and interest, increases young people’s chances to life
enhancement.
Since the beginning of 2013, Wale Wale Kenya runs a Youth Center in one of the largest
slum areas in Africa - Kibera. We seek to assist the youths in their schoolwork through
homework support and support in school fees. The Swedish organization channels
financial support as well as administrative assistance. The organizations are independent,
but were founded at the same time and have collaborated on several campaigns since
then.
The Internship Program has been running since 2013 and is a collaboration between Wale
Wale Sweden and Wale Wale Kenya. As an intern at Wale Wale Kenya, you are oﬀered a
qualitative internship with real hands-on development work. You will take part in
organization development, for instance problem analysis, project planning and evaluation.
Fundraising, marketing and administration are other important parts of the work tasks. We
are partly funded through large donor organizations. You will take part in writing reports
and project evaluations. You will also work in close contact with diﬀerent beneficiaries
and the youth at the center, where you will gain cross-cultural experience. In other words,
the internship puts demands on theoretical skills as well as practical and interpersonal
skills. We welcome interns all year round for a period from 2 to 12 months.
We welcome students in the end of their university education or with skills that in a clear
way would contribute to our organization. Experience from social work or work in other
organization is an advantage but not necessary. You apply to Wale Wale Sweden who is
in charge of the first step in the recruitment process. Attach your CV and personal letter,
don’t forget references. We read and respond all applications.
Send your application to walewalesweden@gmail.com with the subject ’Internship’. For
more information visit walewalekenya.com and walewalesweden.com.
We look forward to hear from you!
Wale Wale Sweden

